We present an analysis of the equilibrium limits of the two most widely used approaches for simulating the dynamics of molecular systems that combine both quantum and classical degrees of freedom. For a two-level quantum system connected to an infinite number of classical particles, we derive a simple analytical expression for the equilibrium mean energy attained by the self-consistent-field ͑Ehrenfest͒ method and show that it deviates substantially from Boltzmann. By contrast, "fewest switches" surface hopping achieves Boltzmann quantum state populations. We verify these analytical results with simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics ͑MD͒, the numerical simulation of the classical mechanical equations of motion of a collection of atoms interacting via a first principles or empirical force field, has become a powerful tool for investigating the equilibrium and dynamical properties of molecular systems of interest in physics, chemistry, engineering, materials science, and biology. MD has two fundamental limitations. First, it is based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation;
1 the force field is derived from the potential energy surface corresponding to a single electronic state. Second, atoms evolve by classical mechanics instead of quantum mechanics. One approach for addressing both of these shortcomings is to introduce quantum mechanical degrees of freedom that are coupled to the classical motion. The quantum degrees of freedom may be electronic to incorporate nonadiabatic transitions between different electronic states, 2 and/or they may be selected atomic motions, for example, to describe tunneling and zero-point motion effects when simulating proton transfer. 3 A required attribute of any such mixed quantumclassical ͑MQC͒ scheme is proper inclusion of feedback between the quantum and classical degrees of freedom. 4, 5 The motion of the classical particles imparts a time dependence into the quantum Hamiltonian that stimulates quantum transitions. Quantum state changes, in turn, alter the forces acting on the classical particles ͑the "quantum back reaction" on the classical system͒. Self-consistency between the classical and quantum particles must be treated properly. This has proved to be a difficult challenge. Two general approaches have emerged for including quantum-classical feedback in MQC simulations, the self-consistent field ͑Ehrenfest͒ method 6 and surface hopping. 7 Both methods incorporate quantum transitions driven by classical motion, both properly conserve total quantum plus classical energy, and both include quantum coherence effects. While they have proved useful and accurate in many contexts, both have well-studied shortcomings. 4, 8, 9 One potential shortcoming that has not received much attention is the extent to which these methods satisfy detailed balance; 4, 8, 10 i.e., does the MQC dynamics approach the correct equilibrium state? It is well known that a quantum system in contact with a classical bath does not approach the correct equilibrium state. Rather, forward and backward transition probabilities are equal, resulting in equal populations of all quantum states; i.e., the quantum subsystem approaches infinite temperature.
11 This is a general result, usually presented as a consequence of the commutation of classical operators. This result does not apply to either the Ehrenfest or surface hopping theories, however. This can be easily demonstrated. With both methods the sum of the energies of the classical and quantum subsystems is properly conserved. If the total energy of the combined system is less than that required to excite the quantum subsystem to a particular quantum state, then that state cannot be fully populated without violation of energy conservation. Any canonical ensemble average must then include some low-energy contributions for which quantum states are unequally populated. This argument is not helpful, however, in determining the canonical ensemble average populations of quantum levels in MQC dynamics. We examine this question here for a two-level quantum system connected to a large ͑infinite͒ number of classical particles.
II. QUANTUM SUBSYSTEM
The two-level quantum subsystem is described in an adiabatic basis. The wave functions ␣ q and ␤ q are the eigenfunctions of the quantum Hamiltonian for fixed classical position q,
and
The subscript q indicates that the quantum Hamiltonian and its eigenfunctions depend parametrically on the classical positions q. The eigenenergies ␣ ͑q͒ and ␤ ͑q͒ in general are also functions of q; they are the usual adiabatic potential energy surfaces for states ␣ and ␤. We express the wave function of the quantum subsystem as a linear combination of ␣ q and ␤ q ,
where c ␣ ͑t͒ and c ␤ ͑t͒ are the complex-valued expansion coefficients. Substituting Eq. ͑2͒ into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation gives the usual set of coupled differential equations for the time-varying amplitudes c ␣ ͑t͒ and c ␤ ͑t͒,
where we have assumed for simplicity of notation that the adiabatic wave functions ␣ q and ␤ q are real valued. The nonadiabatic coupling vector d ␣␤ is given by
Thus, the coupling between the quantum and classical subsystems is proportional to the dot product of the classical velocity vector q and the nonadiabatic coupling vector d ␣␤ .
Potential energy terms coupling the quantum and classical subsystems are eliminated by our choice of the adiabatic representation, Eq. ͑1͒. From Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, we obtain
Summing Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ demonstrates conservation of norm. In order to investigate the equilibrium behavior of the MQC methods, we define two new variables, X and Y, in terms of the quantum amplitudes,
From Eqs. ͑3͒, ͑4͒, and ͑7͒ we obtain
͑11͒
The variables X and Y are closely related to the "effective classical variables" of the semiclassical theory of nonadiabatic dynamics developed by Meyer and Miller. 12 Equations ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ describe the evolution of the quantum subsystem, equivalent to Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒. The square root term in Eq. ͑11͒ is proportional to the imaginary part of c ␣ c ␤ * and can be either positive or negative. The existence of two roots might complicate the use of Eq. ͑11͒ to propagate the quantum equations of motion, but it does not affect determination of the equilibrium limits as long as the contributions from both roots are included.
III. MIXED QUANTUM-CLASSICAL EQUILIBRIUM
In order to derive analytical expressions for the equilibrium properties of MQC theories, we examine the following model system: The classical subsystem is a linear chain of N atoms, all of mass m, interacting among each other via a potential energy function V͑q͒, where q and p denote the positions and momenta of the classical particles, respectively. The quantum subsystem is a two-level system coupled to atom 1 of the classical chain. The assumption that the quantum subsystem is coupled only to the first atom of the chain is for simplicity only, it does not affect any of the conclusions but allows the term q · d ␣␤ to be replaced by p 1 d ␣␤ / m. The quantum energy levels ␣ and ␤ and nonadiabatic coupling strength d ␣␤ are taken to be independent of q.
A. No quantum back reaction
We first examine the case where there is no quantum back reaction, i.e., the motions of the classical particles drive quantum transitions but the classical motion is unaffected by these transitions. The equations of motion for this model are
Equations ͑12͒ and ͑13͒, which follow from Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒, are the classical-like equations of motion for the continuous variables X and Y describing the quantum subsystem. Equations ͑14͒ and ͑15͒ are Hamilton's equations for the N classical positions and momenta, q i and p i . Following McQuarrie, 13 e.g., Eqs. ͑12͒-͑15͒ produce the following partial differential equation for the time evolution of the probability distribution f͑q , p , X , Y͒ of the variables q, p, X, and Y:
͑16͒
The term in the summation in Eq. ͑16͒ is the standard Liouville equation for the classical particles, confirming that for this case the classical trajectory is not affected by the quantum variables X and Y. To obtain the equilibrium distribution we set ‫ץ‬f / ‫ץ‬t = 0 in Eq. ͑16͒,
͑17͒
Enforcing a Maxwellian distribution for the classical momenta p i , the canonical ensemble equilibrium distribution function f͑q , p , X , Y͒ is given by
where A is a normalization constant, T is the temperature of the classical chain, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and
This solution can be verified by substitution of Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒ into Eq. ͑17͒. Equation ͑19͒ is the canonical ensemble distribution function for the effective classical variables X and Y. This expression can be integrated over Y to obtain the distribution of the variable X, i.e., the probability distribution of ͉c ␤ ͉ 2 ,
The limits of integration result from the inequality
shows that not only are the average populations of states ␣ and ␤ equal ͑infinite temperature͒,
This is an alternative proof of the statement that a quantum system coupled to a classical bath approaches infinite temperature. This is true, however, only if the classical trajectory is not affected by changes in the quantum amplitudes; i.e., only if there is no quantum back reaction. Both the Ehrenfest and surface hopping theories include quantum back reaction, but in different ways.
B. Ehrenfest
We next examine the Ehrenfest method for which the potential energy function governing the classical subsystem is an average of the adiabatic potential energy surfaces for each quantum state, weighted by the square of the absolute value of the amplitude of the state,
The simultaneous propagation of the classical equations of motion, Eq. ͑22͒, along with Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ for the quantum amplitudes, defines the Ehrenfest method for the two-level case. Note that quantum transitions-changes in the quantum amplitudes-produce an effective force on the classical particles in the direction of the nonadiabatic coupling vector d. For our model two-level system in which the quantum system is coupled only to p 1 and the energy splitting ␤ − ␣ is constant, the equations of motion are
The only change from Eqs. ͑12͒-͑15͒ is Eq. ͑26͒ for classical particle number 1. Equation ͑17͒ is then modified as follows:
͑28͒
The resulting equilibrium distribution f͑q , p , X , Y͒ is
where A is a normalization constant and
͑30͒
This solution can be verified by substitution of Eqs. ͑29͒ and ͑30͒ into Eq. ͑28͒. Equation ͑30͒ can be integrated over Y to obtain the distribution of the variable X, the unnormalized probability distribution of ͉c ␤ ͉ 2 ,
Therefore, in the case where the energy splitting ␤ − ␣ is independent of q, the population of the excited state, X = ͉c ␤ ͉ 2 , is given by a truncated classical Boltzmann distribution. The distribution is truncated because ͉c ␤ ͉ 2 can never be greater than unity. Substituting ͉c ␤ ͉ 2 for X, the mean popula-
and the mean energy E Q of the quantum subsystem is
The high temperature limits of Eqs. ͑32͒ and ͑33͒, obtained by expanding the exponentials in a series, are ͉͗c ␤ ͉ 2 ͘ =1/2 and
To verify these expressions we have carried out numerical simulations of the two-level, linear chain model with the following anharmonic, nearest-neighbor potential energy function:
where
and q N+1 is a fixed position. The coefficients in Eq. ͑35͒ were chosen to approximate the attractive well region of a Morse potential. The number of classical atoms in the chain was typically chosen to be 20. In addition, a Langevin friction constant ␥ and white random force F͑t͒ were imposed on atom number N of the chain, the one most distant from the quantum subsystem, in order to ensure that the classical subsystem achieved the correct canonical ensemble equilibrium. F͑t͒ is a Gaussian random variable of width given by
where ␦ is the time step of the integration. The classical equations of motion were integrated using a modified Beeman algorithm. 14, 15 The quantum equations of motion, Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, were integrated using the fourth-order RungeKutta algorithm. 16 The Ehrenfest results were obtained from an ensemble of 20 trajectories, each 50 ps in length, with a time step of 0.001 fs. The initial 20 ps was neglected in the averages to remove any dependence on initial conditions. The values of all parameters are listed in Table I . Simulations were also carried out for an isolated system, i.e., with no random force and friction. When the number of classical atoms, N, was chosen large enough to provide an adequate heat bath, the isolated system results were the same as those of Fig. 1 for the open system. The open system is more convenient, however, when the quantum energy splitting is large, ͑ ␤ − ␣ ͒ ӷ k B T, where a very large number of classical atoms would be required to obtain accurate canonical ensemble averages from an isolated system calculation.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the mean population of the excited level, ͉͗c ␤ ͉ 2 ͘, as computed by the Ehrenfest method, is indeed given by Eq. ͑32͒, within statistical uncertainty. This result is contrasted to that of a quantum Boltzmann distribution: 
C. Surface hopping
In addition to its incorrect long-time limit as just discussed, the Ehrenfest method suffers from the same deficiency as all mean field approximations, it does not include correlation; i.e., classical motion follows a single average path. The surface hopping method was developed to address this deficiency by allowing a trajectory to split into branches, each quantum state giving rise to a different branch governed by state-specific forces and weighted by the quantum state probability. 7, 17 The surface hopping approach has been shown to be more accurate than the Ehrenfest method in many MQC applications, albeit not all. 8, 9, 18 With the surface hopping method, the quantum state amplitudes evolve via Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, just as with Ehrenfest. However, the quantum back reaction on the classical particles is treated differently. Instead of moving on a weighted average of potential energy surfaces, the classical forces are derived from the potential energy surface of a single quantum state. The quantum state can switch at any point along the trajectory according to a stochastic hopping algorithm. When a hop occurs to a quantum state of a different energy, the component of the classical velocity in the direction of the nonadiabatic coupling vector d ␣␤ is modified accordingly to conserve total energy. Multiple hops upward and downward can occur along a single trajectory, with the hopping algorithm designed so that, except for "frustrated hops," the fractional time spent in each quantum state k is given by the average value of ͉c k ͉ 2 obtained from Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒. A frustrated hop occurs when the hopping algorithm calls for a switch from a quantum state of lower energy to one of higher energy, but there is insufficient kinetic energy in the nonadiabatic coupling coordinate to conserve total energy if the hop is completed. 8, 19 Here we follow the usual procedure: abort the hop and remain in the initial quantum state, with the result that the state populations may deviate from the absolute value squares of the quantum amplitudes.
The equation of motion for the classical particles is simply
where k labels the current quantum state to which the system is assigned, and k is subject to change instantaneously according to the hopping algorithm. A number of alternative hopping algorithms have been proposed. We consider here only the most widely used of these, the "fewest switches" algorithm, 17 which for the two-state case is
using Eq. ͑7͒, where P ␤␣ is the probability per unit time of a hop from quantum state ␤ to ␣. If P ␤␣ is negative then P ␣␤ is positive and a hop, if it occurs, will be from state ␣ to ␤. Note that the hopping probability is proportional to the component of the classical velocity vector q in the direction of the nonadiabatic coupling vector d ␣␤ .
In surface hopping there is no direct feedback between the quantum amplitudes and the forces governing the trajectory; the amplitudes c ␣ and c ␤ do not appear in Eq. ͑38͒. Therefore, Eqs. ͑12͒-͑21͒ apply; i.e., the equilibrium mean values of the absolute value squared of the amplitudes, ͉c k ͉ 2 , are equal for all quantum states. This result is not affected by the occasional discontinuous changes of momentum accompanying surface hops. This is confirmed by the simulations, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, surface hopping requires propagating a swarm of many trajectories and the quantum state populations at any time are given by the fraction of trajectories assigned to each quantum state at that time, not by the squares of the amplitudes as with the Ehrenfest method. The mean fraction of trajectories in each quantum state can be determined from detailed balancing. A stochastic surface hop from state ␤ to ␣ is accompanied by an energyconserving change in the component of momentum in the direction of the nonadiabatic coupling vector. To be specific, we again consider the two-level, linear chain model with constant ␤ − ␣ and ␣ Ͻ ␤ . The probability of transition from ␤ to ␣ is then
where X and Y are defined in Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒. The momentum p 1 of particle 1 after the hop from state ␤ to ␣ is given in terms of the momentum p 1 before the hop by
In our simulations the sign of p 1 was taken to be the same as that of p 1 . Reversing the sign would have no effect on the equilibrium state. The rate of transition R ␤␣ dp 1 from state ␤ with initial momentum between p 1 and p 1 + dp 1 is proportional to the product of the Maxwellian probability of momentum p 1 multiplied by P ␤␣ of Eq. ͑40͒, where it is assumed that the sign of p 1 is such that R ␤␣ Ͼ 0,
͑42͒
Changing variables from momentum to kinetic energy, p 1 dp 1 = m dE ␤ , gives
Similarly, the rate of transition
with momentum of opposite sign to that in Eq. ͑42͒. Conservation of energy before and after a surface hop requires that E ␣ − E ␤ = ␤ − ␣ . This is the same relation that is responsible for aborting energy-forbidden transitions, i.e., frustrated hops. Thus E ␣ must be greater than or equal to ␤ − ␣ for a hop to occur. Frustrated hops are therefore essential for achieving the correct equilibrium limits in surface hopping. The equilibrium populations N ␣ and N ␤ of quantum states ␣ and ␤ are given by detailed balance, i.e., the ratio of the average forward and backward rates. Substituting 1 − X into Eq. ͑19͒, we find that the distribution of the variable
Thus the mean values of Y / X and Y / ͑1−X͒ are identical, and the ratio of the mean rates is simply
Surface hopping simulations were carried out using the same parameters as for the Ehrenfest simulations, as listed in Table I . The surface hopping results shown in Fig. 1 were obtained from an ensemble of 200 trajectories, each of 50 ps, in length, with an integration time step of 0.01 fs. As before, the initial 20 ps of each trajectory was neglected in the averages to ensure complete equilibration. We verified this for both Ehrenfest and surface hopping simulations by demonstrating that the results do not depend upon the assignment of initial classical momenta and positions or initial quantum amplitudes. As shown in Fig. 1 , the surface hopping simulations fall very close to the quantum Boltzmann curve. Moreover, when the nonadiabatic coupling d ␣␤ is increased by a factor of 16, the surface hopping simulations reproduce the Boltzmann probabilities within statistical error. The reason for the small deviation with the lower value of d ␣␤ is not clear. Weak nonadiabatic coupling produces relatively few surface hops, so statistics may not be reliable in this case. However, the simulation results do not exhibit much scatter, so it is possible that this deviation arises from numerical integration error, or perhaps with weak coupling the system has not fully achieved equilibrium during our 20 ps initialization period. In any case, the simulation results provide strong support for the validity of Eq. ͑46͒, demonstrating that the long-time equilibrium limit of surface hopping produces the correct Boltzmann populations of the quantum subsystem.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Surface hopping, in the adiabatic basis with the fewest switches algorithm, produces a Boltzmann population of quantum states at long times for an ergodic system with an infinite number of classical degrees of freedom. We show elsewhere that this result holds for any number of quantum levels. No additional detailed balance relationships or external temperatures need to be imposed; quantum equilibrium evolves naturally simply from the classical motion. This is a remarkable result. It depends, first, on the fact that the probability distribution of the variables X and Y is separable from that of the classical momentum, Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒; i.e., momentum and quantum amplitudes are uncorrelated. Second, the mean value of the ratio Y / X appearing in the fewest switches downward hopping probability is equal to that of Y / ͑1−X͒ that appears in the upward probability, as shown by Eq. ͑45͒. Third, the hopping rate is proportional to the classical momentum. Note that the latter is true only when surface hopping is applied in the adiabatic representation. We have argued on other grounds that to apply surface hopping using a diabatic representation is not justified. 20 This result supports that conclusion. Finally, permitting only those hops that are energy allowed is key to achieving a Boltzmann distribution; if all hops called for by Eq. ͑39͒ were completed, the populations of each quantum state would be equal to the absolute value squared of the corresponding amplitude, i.e., the quantum subsystem would approach infinite temperature. Thus frustrated hops, which have been cited as a weakness of surface hopping, 8, 19 are actually required to achieve correct equilibrium behavior.
We have examined here the special case for which the quantum energy levels are independent of the classical coordinates. This is not true in general. In a strongly coupled system, whether fully classical or fully quantum, the energy of any subsystem is not uniquely defined. In a MQC system, the energy of the quantum and classical subsystems are similarly ill defined. At best one can state that the equilibrium quantum state populations achieved by surface hopping are realistic and they are correct in the nearly separable limit. Neither of these statements is true for the Ehrenfest method. Molecular dynamics simulations have been a valuable complement to Monte Carlo simulations for computing the equilibrium properties of large assemblies of atoms, particularly when highly correlated motions render the latter method inefficient. Surface hopping can play the same role for MQC systems.
